
CHAPTER - III 

In this chapter we propose to review what ~orne of the major 

theoris~s of Tense system in general have got to say about the 

past perfective in English. The first section of this chapter 

deals with Reichenbach's (1947) position ~~~hile the second and 

the third with Comrie's (1985) and Smith's (1975 ?) respectively. 

ln discussing Smith, however, we will make passing references 

to MCCawley (1971) ana HeinamBki (1974). The fourth and final 

section of this chapter examines some of the points made by 

Declerck (1991). 

(i) 

Reichenbach (1947 a 288-98) has developed a system in 

which three elements (primitives) are involved in describing 

the tenses a a speech act, an •event•, and a •reference point•. 

They way these three are interrelated is illustrated with the 

help of the past perfective: 

Let us call the time point of the token the 

point of seeech •••• From a sentence like 
'Peter had gone• we see that the time order 
expressed in the tense does not concern one 
event, but two events, whose positions are 
determined with respect to the point of speech. 
we shall call these time points the point of 
event and the pgint of reference. In the example 
the point of the event is the time when Pe)er 
went : the point of reference is a time between 
this point and the point of speech. In an 



individual sentence like the one given it is 
not clear which time point is used as the point 
of reference. This determination is rather 
given by the context of speech. (Reichenbachal947:286) 

In this theory; the meaning of the past perfect involves 

reference to three different points, located in a particular 

order on the line3 

I 
.1 1 

R s 

4S 

(The symbols E, R and s stand, respectively, . for • point o£ the 

event', 1 point Of. reference• end 'point ·of speech'~ ) Reichenbach 

then goes on to claim that these three points are relevant to 

every one of 'l;he, tense&, not just to- tenses such as the past 

perfective or· the future perfective: 

In some tenses, two of the three points are 
·simultaneous·. Thus,· in the simple past, the -, 
point:of the event.and the point.of.referepce 
are simultaneous, and both ere before the point 

•' ' 

of speech .~. ~. The difficulties ·which grammar 
books have in explaining the mee.nings of the 

different tenses originate from the fact that 
they do not recegnize the three-place structure 
of the time determination given in the tenses. 

(ibid, 269 ... 90) 
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In Reichenbach's terminology, the words ·• past·•, 1 present• 
' 

and •future' refer to the position of R relative to s. The t~rms 

•anterior•, 'simple', and 'posterior• indicate ~he position of 

E relative to R, the word 'simple' being used for the coincidence 

of R and E. The tra~itional 'past perfect•, thus, becomes in 

Reichenbacht s hands 'Anterior past• (E • R • s, the dashes 

representing an interval of time) and 'past tense• or 'preterit' 

takes on the label 'simple past• (E, R .- s, where the comma ~epre• 

sents simultaneity)~ 

Although Reichenbach's system has been extremely influential, 

it is not altogether unexceptionable, First, the 'point of 

reference• and the ·1 ;J22.ipt of event• ·are somewhat infel'icitous·, 

since'both reference·tirne· ari.d event time are.tisuaily longer than 

a moment (point) a. a term like • interval' or 'time' would therefore 

be a better choice. 

Secondly, Reichenbach • s analysis would say that · in 1 I had 

met him yesterday• what was yesterday is the reference point, and 

the meeting 'may have occurred the day before yesterday, This kind 

of analysis i:s rather hard pressed by t~e simple obsezyation 

that 1 had met him ·Ye·ster·dal is actually ambiguous between the 

reading referred to above (according to which the meeting occurred 

before ye.sterday) ~d . the interpret·9-tion on which yesterda:lC 

indicates the time of the encounter., 'l'he latter interpretation is 

brought to the fore in This morning mother wanted me to QO and 

see grandfather, but I told her it was not necessary becaus~ .. ~ 



had ·met him lesterday. ln this sentence ze~terda:z .ref,ers to 

the time: ~f ·the enco.unter apd does not establish the reference 
---

point that lie~ bet\"leen the event point ~d the speech point 

. so' 

(since the structure of the past perfect i;n Reichenbach's theory· 

is E - R .- ·s). ln the sentence just rei;erre~ t:o, the ;-eference 

point in question is indicated by This mornin~. ':];',here .are pJ;"Qbably 

two ways to accommodate this observatiqn. 'l'he first is to giv~ 

up the claim that t,emporal adverbials can only refer to R and accept 

that they can refer to either R or E. The second way out is to 

assume that in a past perfect sentence like ~ had met him yesterda¥ 

there-are two reference points, one ·of which is simultaneous with 

the event point, while the other ·lies between the event point and 

the point of speech. 

'l'h,irdly~ ana .more importantly, it can be sho~m that 

Reichenbach •·s claim that time adverbials _ refer to R proves incom<ijoo 

patible with his_ owl) analysis 9f the ,past perfective~ For the pur

pose of this. remark, let us consider a sentei'lce li,ike ••1 heard 

yesterd?Y that the . .~Prime Minister he.d been in New York the day 

be~ore". If the past perfective in the that _.. clause' is to be 

analysed as 'E•R-s', t_hen R must .be the time indicated by yesterday; 

·not the time il)dica:t.ed by 'the day before, for E (the time of being 

in New York) is anterior to' the :former time,· not· to the latter. 

But t..rhich time is then established ·by the .. dal(. before? ~ither. we. 
will have to give up the principle that time adverbials·refer to 
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R and not to E and say that the day before indicates the time 

of E, or we will have to say that the structure of the past 

perfective contains two Rs (that is, E is simultaneous with one 

R ('the day before') and anterior to another ('yesterday•) ). 

What this criticism shows up is that Reichenbach's claim that 

temporal adverbials are accommodated in his structures (since 

they must be taken to ~efer to R) is not correct. some types of 

temporal specifiers appear to refer to times that do not corres

pond to any of the times ( 1 points•) in the Reichenbachian systemlt 

(ii) 

Viewing tense as grammaticalised expression of location in 

'time, Comrie . (1985.) prQposes .a theory of tense. that is different 

from Reichenbach's. Obviously, Comrie 1 s modell of the past perfec

tive ("pluperfect' ) is also different from Reichenbach' s. In. 
I , 

Comrie's theory, all that we need to rep,resent the three • abso).ute' 

te~ses (present, past and future) are tW9 time elements~the 

time of speec~ (S), and the time of ev~nt(E}-and three relations 

(simultaneity, anteriority and posteriority). ~o, in Comrie's 

· · analysis the structure of past tense is "E before S" (1985;123) 

and that. o;f thE3 past perfective is ~·E· ·before. R before S 11 U. 985 ~125) 

or "S. after R after E". (1985 :: 127 J. Comrie's representation of 

the past perfective, (or "the pluperfect", as he styles it}, thus 
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demands that there is a re~erence point in the past (i.e. before 

the present momen~), and the situation is located prior ·t:.o· that 

reference peint. 'l'his representatien is to be interpreted~ as 1 1!:1 

before R and· R before s•. one important property of· :this· repi:'e

sentation. is th'at' E is located relative to R, arid R is loca~ed 

relative to s, but there is no direct relation between -~ and ~• 

Comrie :forestalls one possible objection to this representation 

in the following way: 

Since the relation before is transitive (i•e• i£ 
X is ~~e.,Y .anCi' Y is before z, then necesscu:ily 

X is before Z), one can ded~ce E before s :from 
the representation of 1;-he pluperfect, but this 

i 

is n~t part·of the ~ormal represeAtation Qf the 

pluperfect. •. -. 
·(l965 : l25l 

rt.~s i~p~rtant bare to note what Comrie has to say about time 

adverb ;tal~ and contexts in relation :to what he. call$ • reference · 

po;i,nt;' •. comr;Le . (l ~85 : 66) admits that time adverbials often 

e~:rJ;r.~lish a _re~erence point for the past perfective .but fie 
'.,, 

eil'lPh~s.l;zes that ''time adverbials co•occurring with t.he pluperfect 

do not necess.arily establish a reference point,. but may also 

enc;:ode the_ ti@e at which the situation is located". ~hus, aceord .... 

ing .to qoml::;'ie, the time adve.;bial in.~ sent~Il~~ like 'l'he ·train 

.uao. al.readl left at ten o'clock can yield two possible· interpre. 

tations . : the f,irstt that ·t~n o'cloc~ is the reference. point prior 

. to which the train .ha<i left; the .second., .that .ten· o•.'clocik ~is the. 
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time at which the train left. In the second case, however, we, have 

to seek the reference point elsewhere in the context. ';L'he ···broader 

context will usually make clear the intended interpretation. Even 

a slight. change in conteXt can change the identification of the 

reference point. Thus, the clause sequence r arrived; the train 

had alreadf left will most naturall:y .be given an interpretation

whe're my arzriv al is the past reference point .relative to which the 

departure of the train is prior. Now, if we add another clause 

to .. t.!le.se twp, :the interpretation gets changed . a I arrived; 

the train had already left, before· m>(.wife arrived.. ~n -t:.h.is example, 

my wife's arrival in the past is more likely .to be taken as the 

reference point prior to which the train left-• Since the time 

relation between _my. ~rival and my wi~e• s arrival is left unspeci

fied., _it is. nQt pos_sibl~ to relate the train• #3 de:P.artur·e. to mY 

ar~ival c:}U:onoJ.ogic~lly. If this is taken as a narrative,. then :the 

past tenses are most likely 'to_ be int~rpri;!ted a~ sequeptial • · 
•' . . . . ' ·. . 't. 

x-·6EI?iv-ed~·befGr-e':rni .. ~iife. arr.tveeb- aUt,:·s.J.nce ·the 7-~--
train' s · depa.rttire takes· place before my wife• s 

; ' .. 

arrival~ this still leaves open ·whether the· train· 
left before my· arrival# or betwe'en my arrival· and·· 

my wife's arrival, and addition of other· con·text 
may support· any of these interpretations. ~hese. 
complexities' lead Comrie (l9SS i 61). to conclude 
that· e''l'he meaning of the pluperfect is-- thus · 

restricted to location in-time be:fore•a reference. 
point· tha-t is located be.fe>re the present moment, 

' ' . ' ; . 
and everything-beyond this· is interpretation, and 

heavily context•dependent". 
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time at which the train left. In the second case, however, we have 

to seek the reference point else\'ihere. in the context. ~he broader 

context will usually make clear the ini:ended interpretation. Even 

a slight change in context can change the identification of the 

reference point. Thus, the clause sequence I arrived; the train 

had already left will most naturally be given an inter,pretation 

where lllJl arrlval is the past reference point relative to which the 

departure of the train is prior. Now, if we add another clause . 

to these two, the interpretation gets changed a I arrived; 
f. 

the train had already left before mr wife arrived. In this example, 

my wife's arrival in the past' is more likely to be taken as the 

reference point prior to which the train left. since the time 

relation between my arrival and my wife's arrival is left unspeci

fied, it is not possible to relate the train's departure to my 

arrival chronologically. If this is taken as a. narrative, then the 

past tenses are.most ~ikely to be interpreted as sequential: 

I arrived b~fore my wife arrived. Bt¢ since the train's departure 

takes place before my wife's arrival, this still leaves open· 

whether the train left before my arrival, or between my arrival 

and my wife's arrival* and addition of other context may support 

any of these interpretations. These complexities lead Comrie 

(1985 : 67) to conclude that 

The meaning of the pluperfect is thus restricted 

to location in time before a reference point that 

is located before the present moment,. and everything 

beyond this is interpretation, and heavily context

dependent. 



Comrie also discusses-why the past perfective cannot always be 

referred to by the past simple • To the question • Why a plu~ 

perfect1' Comrie (l9S5 a 67) has the following answer: 

in locating situations in time, it is necessary 

not only to relate situations relative to.the present 
. ' . . . ' . 

moment, but also to relate them chron9logica1ly to 
one another •.. A 'simple sequence of peat. tens~e faJ.ls 

to do thisif e~ 9• John· arrived; Mary • lef~, which 

leaves o~n whether Jo~•s 
followed Mary•s departure~ 

1iriear order ot clauses to 

arrival preceded or . 
. ,. . ' ' ' ' . 

Given the tendency for 
follow· chrono·logical ... 

order of events, ·the .example just giv:en ·is most· 

. likely to be interpreted as meaning that John~: a. 

arrival took p-lace first, then MaJ:;y' s depart.ure. 
If for some reason it is desi~ed to present events · 

in other than chronological ord/ar, the pluperfect 
is an ideal mechanism for indica:ting· this, as. when 

the previous example is changed to John arrived.; 

Mar~ had let.:;. 

But it is~ howeve.r,. not clecu:; why one will use John' arrived; 
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Mary: had le£!finstead of Marx; left; J<l>bn arrived if one is . .required 

to_ place the ~vents ·chron'plogically even, w;i.thout using before or 

after, 'l'hi$, point is imp~rtant beca~s~ it. seel~s to_ identify the 

pr~9Jnatic value of. the use of the past pel:'fective. 

Bringin9,in the question of the pre~ent moment or current;. 

relevance, Comrie. -(1985 : 68Y makes' a two-fold distinction between 

the past perfective and the .·simple past ( 1 remote past• ) ~ 



First, the temporal location of the pluperfect 

is not necessarily remote; all that is required is 

a.reference point intervening _betw~en the past 
location of the situation referred to by the plu• 

perfect and the present moment, and the intervals 

involved can be infinitesimally small. secondly, 
_the pluperfect aoes require such an intervening 
reference point, while the remote past does notl 
it simply indicates that a situation held at a 

considerable temporal distance from the present 
moment, without any need to speCify any of what 

;filled the interval between the situation and the 
• 'f . : 

present moment,. 
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It is, ag$, not clear now. in 'l'he patient died before the doctor 

~, w~ get. ~he. ind~c;ation o:i: 11a sit1Jation held at a conside~able 

temporal distance from the p;.esent moment•• o~ hQw in Iru;; _12atient 

had died before· the doctor came the interv~ls involved are 

'small'. 

Finally, it may be poi11ted out that Comrie?' s form11.la (• ~ 

before R .. before ~·) ~£ the past ·perfective doet:~ .not a+ways hold 

good. '.Vhe limitation of 'the. fe>rmula become's clear if we try to 

analyse a sentence like I found out that Valerie had been in 

London during the preceding week. When we look at the sentence 



in question, we ascertain that, apart from the moment of speech, 

it refers to three different ~imes a the time of' my finding out, 

the time when valerie was in london and the time referred to 

by during the preceding week. Comrie's analysis of the past 

perfective (:' E before R before s' ) provides for only two time.;. 

points beside$ s, Since R is obviously the time of finding out, 

and E is time of Valerie's being in lOndon, Comrie's theory fa~ls 

to provide the time referred to by during the precedins week 

which is a time. relative to which E is locatedo 

(iii) 

The past perfective is defined by McCawley as a past en,~bedded 

in a past. 'l'he embedded past _is not (lierely ·past ·with ·respect to 

the moment of coding (' ~.OC'); _it is past with respect. te· ;that 

past t~me which is referred to by th~ embeddi~g tense •. For this 

reason, MCC?wley des+gnates Past as a. ''relative ... tense, _the 

Present being "absolut:e•• since it is alt'17ays loc9-ted- 't;E;3mpora1-l.y 

by the_ moment of qQding (.Mccawley = ·1971 ~ 1l.O). McC~ley never 

extepdf:i his i;.heory,_de~cribing tense-embedc;ii~gs within a verb 

phrase, ~o cover·tense-embeddings between v~rb p~a~es generally. 

Sltli'!:h (1975) takes McCawley• s system as a base for ~tudying .the 

correspond.ence between. the. tense of a main clau~e and that o:f a 

supjoined adverbial clause. In this section, we shall briefly 

examin~ Smith's findings. 
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smith tries to find a simple means of predicting the. tense.· 

of embedded. adverbial clause$ from the tense of the, matrix clauE?e• 

she, in fact, holds that the tenses are, at an unde.t:lying level, 

the same. According to her, the adverbial tense is de.r;ived by e: 

copying rule from. the main tense.' 'l'o. handle cases where the main 

·tense is ''complex", ~he allows the copying ru.le to apply to 

"any or al.l of the tenses that make up the main tense" (1975 1 71 ). 

This will account for the tense-sequence. ~n "The patient died 

before the doctor came", but this will ~xclude "a construction -
like nThe patient. will die before ne/she. took oxygen" • Unfortu-

~-. 

nately, the same principle will also rule out examples like 11 She 

co11a12sed ~ter she had heaza the. news'' where the subordinate 

clause has a "complex" tens~ contain·ing an el~ment not present in 

the. ma:!-n clause tense, .In order to keep ~he copying pr,inciple 

intact, smith wants to argue that the have (the present of had) -. ~ ~ 

.. 
in such .~ul:>ordinat(:l clauses actually comes from a different source 

,. 

enti:r~ly, and has .a meaning which is distinct from .that of '*copied .. 

h~· Copied ~ yield~ a ~aning of ••renote11es~•,, while indepen

dent ~ mru:ks. nanteriority",. which smith regards as "a type of 
. . . 

perfectiye aspect.~· (1975 s 74). Anterio;-ity indicates sequence 

between on,e event B!ld c;mo"$E;)r, while. remoteness 1
·
1 indicates a state 

or eveni: that is distant ••• Cand has..] no sequel)tial or asi:>ectual 

implica'l;ionstt (ibid a 75) • This non~sequential ~ is found, for 
.. 

example, in the main tense of 11 1 ~q_:tmown. h.i,m when. he lived in 

Calcutta11 \;There the ·time of had known is not before, but simultaneous 
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with lived•· Remoteness "requires a temporal anchor other than 

the present" (ibid, a 76) ·: had known here suggests an unex.;,. 

pressed orienting time in the past (not lived), There are case::; 

where both clauses contain perfects, and these are both ambiguous 

between anterior· and remote readings. For example, w~ can detect 

four types o£ ambiguity .tn a sentence like ''John had left the 

room when Mary had thrown the ashtray•• with the followj_ng possible 

paraphrase~; 

(Remote + Remote) J. left the room when M9 . threw 
the_ ashtray; all this haP,pened 

before some other event, 

(Anterior + RemeteJ . q. had already left the room when . . . 

M· •. thret'i· the ashtray; .all this 

was· before some othe·r event • 

. • 

left the room when (after) 
. ' ~ 

M. had tnrown the ashtray;· · 

all this was before some other 
event~ 

·(Anterior + Anterior) .:,, had left the room at a time 
when M, had· already thrown 
the asht.t:ay, 

(£-:icCoard • .l: ~78 ~201) 
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we can argue here that it is the ambiguity of~ that is 

responsible for the different readings~ whiCh correspond to 

different ways of connecting various orientation points and 

reference points. HeinamSki (1974) observes that the interpreta

tion of when depends, among other things, on the telic character -
of the events themselves. If one of the events is atelic, the 

events will always be understood as coinciding or overlapping 

with each other, as in "We were crossing the street when Ranj!t 

called \IS"• If both the events are telic, then a sequence is 

normally understood, as in •••rhe bell rang when Hirak pushed the 

button11 , With this fluidity of interpretation in mind, it is not 

hard to imagine how the past perfective conjoined by when might -
be open to at least four readings. Thus the analysis with Remote 

and Anterio~ past perfects ignores the generality of the depen• 

dency of ·readings on pragmatic factors. The.overall objection to 

Smith's system can be summed up in the words of McCoard (1978a · 

203): 

••• smith's system will necessitate completely 
separate derivations for tense sequence that 
really seem to be mirror images •-• •• on the other 
side of the coin, the copy .rule is really odc;i : it 
can choose any or all of the underlying tense 
elements of the matrix clause to copy~ which would 
suggest that the alternate possibilities are. in 
free variation and semantically equivalent. But 
this isn't realistic::.~ .... 
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(iv) 

Declerck's Tense in English (1991) is probably the latest 

linguistic study of the nature and uses of the tenses in English. 

It elaborately discusses many problems associated with the form 

and use of the past perfective. Since one of the important questions 

we are interested in is whether the simple past tense cou~d do ~he 

job of the past perfective, it is \..rorthwhile to see what Declerck 

(1991) has to say about the issue. 

Declerck maintains that "English speakers can choose between 

the preteritL-the past sirnpleJ.and the past perfect. in the 

relative clause" (1991 a 64) of a sentence like "He had given her 

a penny from the purse which (!ls2,) contained sixty pence", and 

his theory is a 11 In sum, the use of a non-perfect tense in a 

before-clause suggests actualization" (1991 !a 93). ·But his summing 

up tends to be unclear once we look into what he says about the 

role of time adverbials: 

What is indicated by such an adverbial is the 

distance between the actualizations of the two 

situations. The presence tlf such an adverbial 
thus makes clear that the past perfect situation 

did eventually take place. Because of this exam
ples like C"John left the house long before the 
others had arrived".:] look better with the past 

tense in the before~lause. In fact, the past 

perfect ••• a:ppears to be possible only bec~use 
the distance indicated by the measure phrase is 
very long. If it is a·short time•span that is 

indicated, the past perfect is hardly acceptable." 
(1991 a 94) 



Declerck points out that in 11 John arrived after the bomb 

had exploded", there j.s 11 only one anteriority relation and ••. - ; 

this relation is expressed twice 1 once by the choice· of · after 

and once by the use of the past perfect" (1991 s 109), Thus 

Declerck means to say that the simple. past (••exploded 11 ) can do 

duty for the past perfect ('had exploded•). Then, why is it thai; 
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one might venture to write John arrived after the bomb h~ exeloeed?. 

According to Declerck, the reason· is that "the use of the pluper

fect c~ had exploded' y is simply. induced by the use of aftet. 

Using ~, the speake'r has an. anteriority relation in mind,. . and 

this leads. him to use the p~t perfect" (199; : l+oJ. Declercl<:~;fi·· ._ . . . . . ·~-

opinion is that if we. want to state merely the sequence of e:vent,sl 

we can use the simple past tei;\se instead qf the past perf~ctive 

(for .example, 'l'he bomb ex:elodeq before John arrived). 'l'his is 

true of after.o.c:lauses as well, as Decl~rck (~991 _; 1.13) observes:· 

The construction is used if the speaker treats 

both situations· as factual and merely wants to 
state· the ·temporal order in which· they occurred., 

In my opinion, if a speaker can do this by means 

of a sentence of the fol:ln • X· before ¥ 1 , - it must 

also be po·ssi'ble for him to ·ao it by '·means of a 

sentence of the form I y. after X' • 

'l'o round .o.ff this SE)Ction,_ as wel,l as this chapter f t~Te rna¥ 

briefly examine what peclerck ~ay~ abo~t th.e interchangeability 

between the simple past tense and the past perfective. Taking. 

up the sentence ~letter was destrozed before I had ~ead it, 
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Declerck (1991 : 93) observes that it is pragmatically impossible 

to read a letter after its destruction and that "In such before-
.. -~ 

clauses ••• the past tense can be substituted for the past perfect 

with no apParent difference : '!'he letter was destroYed before I 

read it. 11 It is clear here that Declerckc s observation regarding 

the choice between the simple past and the past perfective has no 

affinity whatsoever with the observations of the grammarians on 

the same point as made clear in the preceding chapter. Another 

curious ·point to note about Declerck's ·analysis is his· inatten

tiveness to such formulation as T·!;!e patient· ha'd · died before the 

22,ct·or came and to such question as whether this could· be replaced 

by '!'he .J2atient died before the doctor came. Although Declerck 

says that 11 when the head clause situation does not· pragmatically 

exclude the ,subclause situation, the different tenses suggest 

different 1nterpretations11 (1991 : 93.), 'he only examines the ' 

structures (a) John read the letter before I had read it and 

(b) John read the letter before I read it and does not bring in 

an orthodox structure like (c) John had read the letter before I 

read it. This gap, however, in Declerck's analysis forc;::es us to 

deduce that Declerck· probably does not t11ant to equate structtire 

(bJ with structure (c). 


